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How Suffering from Allergies Inspired a Successful Eco-Friendly Business
The words on a paperweight pushed Robin Wilson to build her dream business.

By Robin Wilson as told to Erin Semple

Her business

Robin Wilson Home is an eco-friendly design company, with a focus on interior design for residential and 

commercial clients. The company also designs products sold at theneststore.com. 

Our main goal is to provide educational information and products to teach people about an eco-friendly lifestyle. 

There are many affordable options available to improve your indoor air quality and the global environment.

I chose to enter this business because I have suffered from allergies and asthma throughout my life. We are able to 

provide tips and solutions to concerned families. It is a wonderful feeling to see the look of relief on their faces when 

they realize these solutions are also affordable. 

Her background

My first internship was with the Lower Colorado River Authority in the energy efficiency group. And it is thrilling to 

know that my first boss now runs the Environment Protection Agency Energy Star program! After college, I worked 

in the energy division of Mercer Management Consulting and then joined the executive search industry to hire roles 

of chief executive officer, chief financial officer, and chief operations officer. My final corporate job was with Heidrick 

& Struggles, which went public in 1999—and with the windfall, I chose to pursue my Master's in Real Estate 

Finance from New York University and that's what started my entrepreneurial venture. 

In 2006, we re-branded the firm after some advice from a magazine executive, and now our firm has evolved to 

focus on design (residential & commercial) with ancillary divisions. 

One year later, in 2007, with a group of unpaid interns, and myself as an unpaid CEO, the firm had few projects and 

was building the brand with expert commentary offered in newspapers and magazines, and speaking 

engagements. From 2006 with $40K in revenue, the company grew in 2008 to more than $500K in revenue. It has 

been a meteoric rise, but long hours, overnights and moments of sheer terror and pure exhilaration pushed us 

through.

I was raised in Austin Texas, but now live in New York City. Today, our design studio is in a loft space with a view 

of the Empire State Building.

-continued on page 2-
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April 22, 2008
Asphalt, You Shall Receive
Concrete Decor by Robin Wilson

They say the only concrete things in life are birth and death.
We’d like to add the first collection of home goods from eco 
interior designer Robin Wilson.

Drawing ideas from her new green showroom, Wilson utilizes 
leftover elements from construction sites (among other waste-
producing places) for her creative endeavors.

With a focus on form and function, beautifully simple and modern 
votive holders, planters, trays, bowls, benches, and nesting tables 
are made from recycled smokestack ash and demolition ephemera 
— which can be ordered artisanally rough or honed and polished 
and finished with a nontoxic stain. Any refuse from projects are 
passed on to a local recycler.

Many of the handsome smaller pieces (planters) are surprisingly 
light; the furniture (like side tables) rolls on wheels. All can 
sustain the wear and tear of full-time outdoor/patio living.

Call it mortar combat.

Available online at theneststore.com.

© 2008 DailyCandy, Inc. All rights reserved. 

http://theneststore.com/
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BIOGRAPHICAL INFO 
Robin Wilson 
 
Robin Wilson is a nationally recognized eco-friendly and healthy space interior designer – and she is the author of the 
book Kennedy Green House: Designing an Eco-Friendly Home from the Foundation to the Furniture – the 2010 IPPY Awards 
bronze medal winner in Home & Garden category.  
 
Robin Wilson is the first woman to license her name to eco-friendly kitchen cabinetry manufactured by Holiday 
Kitchens, a 65-year old company in the United States. 
 
Industry insiders describe her style as „classic with a modern touch‟ with a focus on sustainable, reusable, recyclable and 
non-toxic options. She has been influenced by the architectural work of Paul R. Williams and Frank Lloyd Wright, 
among others. Due to her work on several LEED projects, she has an understanding of those requirements and 
encourages her clients to implement cost-effective eco-friendly solutions. 
 
Notable projects include the Good Housekeeping LEED-certified brownstone (2008), the Esquire "Ultimate Bachelor 
Apartment" terrace (2007), the Peninsula Hotel Spa salon (2007), and multiple renovation projects for President Bill 
Clinton's Harlem office (since 2004).   
 
Robin‟s eco-enthusiasm is attainable and engaging allowing her the privilege to be a frequent guest expert for many 
programs including Good Morning America, TODAY show, CBS Early Show, FOX Business, PBS Nightly Business 
News, CNN, TV-One and HGTV. She is a personality and expert commentator for newspapers and magazines 
including House Beautiful, New York Daily News, KB+B, Readers Digest, Wall Street Journal, among others. An 
award winning entrepreneur and engaging public speaker, Ms. Wilson has been recognized in:  
 

 2010: Aspen Institute “Environment” Forum 

 2009: Panelist at "Dynamic Women in Business" conference - Harvard Business School  

 2008: Recipient of a "Make Mine a Million $ Business" award – AMEX & Count Me In  

 2007: Small Business "Innovator of the Year" - Black Enterprise Magazine  

 2007: Listed #46 in the "50 Most Powerful Women in New York" - New York Post 
 
Born and raised in Austin, Texas, Robin is a fourth-generation member of a Texas family involved in real estate. She 
has served on the boards of the Boston Symphony Orchestra and YWCA. She holds an MS from New York University 
and a BA from the University of Texas in Austin.  
 
Robin Wilson Home is based in New York City and focused on residential & commercial interior design, consulting, 
licensing and owns an online retailer called The Nest Store. She founded her firm in 2000, and rebranded it to the 
eponymous Robin Wilson Home in 2006. Her firm is a member of the US Green Building Council. 
 
For more information about Robin Wilson Home, please visit: www.robinwilsonhome.com 


